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Exported Listing

 

Bell 407 Off Market

Manufacturer Bell

Category n/a

Configuration VIP

Year 2009

Time 950

Price n/a

Serial Number n/a

Registration
Number

n/a
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Description
**MAIN IMAGE IS A FILE PHOTO** 2009 Bell
407. The Bell 407 is a well-rounded civil utility
helicopter that can be used for a variety of
missions such as transportation, SAR,
reconnaissance, medical evacuation, training,
VIP and more. VIP interior. Aux fuel tank.
Baggage extender in mint condition. It’s in
excellent condition inside and out. No damage
history. Are you missing any equipment? All
optional equipment such as AC, Sand filter, pop-
out floats etc can be retrofitted.

Avionics

- Artificial Horizon

- Directional gyro

- Audio panel, Garmin GMA347 w/ playback 7-place ICS

- Garmin 530 Comm/Nav/GPS

- Garmin SL40 Comm

- XPDR, Garmin GTX328, Mode S

- Blind Encoder, Trans-cal

- Alternate Static intake

- ELT, 406Mhz, Kannad

- Slant Avionics panel

Equipment

- True Blue, USB-charger

- 3x Strobe Lights

- Frahm-damper

- Floats sold separately

- Bearpaws

- Barrier Filter

- Snow baffles

- Rotor Brake

- ACC Bleed Air cabin heater/defroster

- Dual Controls w/ Quick disconnect

- Cargo Hook provision

- pneumatic door openers
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- Folding Maintenance step

- Sliding pedal adjustment

- Locking Fuel Cap

- Latching Windows

- Concorde RG-407, Lead Acid battery

Interior

- VIP/7 passengers

- Leather seating

- Ventilation knobs adjustable by rotation

- Crew, pax and baggage floor protectors 5x

Exterior

- Black metallic w/red flakes & silver stripe

Disclaimer

Aircraft specification is subject to verification upon inspection and prior sale or withdrawal from market

The aircraft is operating, so the condition and component times will be subject to changes depending
upon such

operations. Verification of the condition of the aircraft and its component times shall be the responsibility
of the purchaser

The descriptions and/or specifications provided are for introductory information only and do not imply
any warranties or representations. The Purchaser is responsible for verification of specifications upon
inspection. The Helicopter is offered subject to prior sale, lease or withdrawal from the market without
prior notice.
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